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Insights and research
The expert opinion and research driving our investment decisions.
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Insights09 Apr 2024
Net-zero stewardship: an engagement-led approach to decarbonisation

                    Active ownership is a key part of meeting net-zero goals. We discuss how we help companies on their decarbonisation journey. 
                

2 min Read
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Insights08 Apr 2024
Global mid-caps: postcard from the USA 

                    Read our very own Anjli Shah’s insights from her recent trip to the US. This includes politics, the economy and companies that impressed. 
                

3 min Read
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Fund financing: credit where it's due

                    Find out why we think now is a good time to participate in fund financing.
                

3 min Read
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Insights02 Apr 2024
Following cashflows from China to Chile

                    In the latest episode of the Emerging Market Equities Podcast, Nick is joined by Matt Williams to explore the world of emerging markets (EM) through an income lens. 
                

22 min Listen
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Insights02 Apr 2024
The Investment Outlook - Introduction and House View

                    Our latest House View provides the perfect context for four new articles looking at some of the issues behind the headlines affecting investors.
                

2 min Read
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Insights28 Mar 2024
Macro: Central bank inflation campaign reaches last mile

                    With the end in sight for the inflation fight, will the ‘last mile’ prove the hardest? Let’s look at the implications for growth and monetary policy, as well as the range of potential outcomes.
                

3 min Read
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Insights28 Mar 2024
Equity: Why it may be time to consider small and mid-sized companies for your Article 9 investment

                    Amid expectations of central bank interest-rate cuts later this year, we think there are compelling arguments for why the outlook for small and mid-sized companies is looking up and why smaller companies can often make sense on sustainability grounds.
                

4 min Read
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Fixed Income: How a monetary policy tool could unsettle markets

                    The US Federal Reserve’s Overnight Reserve Repurchase (ON RRP) facility could run out in the next few months, and concerns are emerging over the potential impact on financial markets with the US central bank maintaining restrictive monetary policies to rein in Covid-era stimulus.
                

3 min Read
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Global Macro Research09 Apr 2024
Podcast: Will the Bank of Japan hike interest rates again before the Federal Reserve cuts?

                    In our latest Macro Bytes podcast abrdn's economists discuss the outlook for monetary policy in Japan and the US.
                

0 min Listen
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Global Macro Research03 Apr 2024
What would Trump do? 1. Trade

                    Trump’s ability to implement tariff changes using executive orders makes trade one of the most unpredictable and potentially disruptive areas of his policy platform.

                

1 min Read
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Global Macro Research22 Mar 2024
Podcast: Are we in a more volatile world for inflation?

                    Paul Diggle and Luke Bartholomew discuss why higher inflation volatility may be here to stay.
                

24 min Listen
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Beyond negative rate policy: What's next for Japan?

                    The Bank of Japan has finally exited negative interest rates and removed yield curve control. Short-term rates will be the primary policy tool from here, marking a return to more conventional policy. But further tightening is likely to be limited. 
                

1 min Read
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Global Economic Outlook: The last mile

                    Central banks have so far waged a successful campaign against inflation. But with the end in sight, will the ‘last mile’ be the toughest to cross? We examine the implications for growth and monetary policy, as well as the range of potential outcomes. 
                

4 min Read
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Macro Bytes: Will China hit its new growth target?

                    This episode of our podcast discusses the current challenges and opportunities facing the Chinese economy. 
                

28 min Listen
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India's economy: a global bright spot

                    The country will continue to outperform other major economies in 2024, as near-term momentum shows no sign of waning. While easing core inflation supports our view for a cutting cycle from June, the economy’s resilience raises risks of a prolonged pause.
                

1 min Read
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The Monthly Macro Outlook Video: Tackling the last mile of inflation.

                    In our Monthly Macro video for March, Luke Bartholomew, Senior Economist, looks at whether the final stage of the battle against inflation will prove to be the hardest.  
                

4 min Watch
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Important information



Before investing, investors should consider carefully the investment objective, risks, charges, and expenses of a fund. This and other important information is contained in the prospectus and KIID document. The information is intended to be of general interest only and should not be considered as an offer, investment recommendation or solicitation, to deal in the shares of any securities or financial instruments.











